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Abstract
Response time is a fencing fundamental sensorimotor skill. Therefore, the aim of the current
study was to examine the efficacy of a light-based electronic target in fencers, designed to
measure and train this entity. Ninety-five fencers (M=53; F=42) were tested in regard to their
response time, using a light-based electronic target, for three different attack types: simple
attack, the lunge, and an attack following a 1.5-m thrust. All participants were divided into
elite vs. novice fencers. Elite fencers had national and international rankings, and were again
divided with regard to used weapon: épéeists (n=32; M=19; F=13) and foilists (n=30; M=13;
F=17). Measurement was evaluated for validity/reliability, sensitivity/specificity, and
correlation. Reliability was high for all attack types (ICC 0.94-0.96). Lower response times
were found in males for two attack types with good sensitivity (81-93%)/specificity (50-91%)
for all attack types. Elite fencers responded faster than novice fencers for all attack types
(P<0.001), whereas elite males were faster than females for two attack types (P<0.01). Lower
response times in females correlated with level for one attack type (r=0.797, P<0.05). In
conclusion, the light-based electronic target system was found to be highly reliable and
therefore could be used by fencing athletes as a further measure of performance.

Key Words: accuracy; precision; sports technology; sports performance; reaction time.
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INTRODUCTION
In order to achieve excellence in sport performance, it is important to develop an
athlete’s sensorimotor capabilities alongside their physical capacity and motor skills. Several
investigators have studied the role of sensorimotor skills in sport (23), in an attempt to better
appreciate the cognitive demands and how they fluctuate based on the degree of
psychological (e.g., pressure to perform and environmental demands) and physical (e.g.,
fatigue, and heat) stress (15). An athlete’s sensorimotor skills and their functionality in
stressful conditions should be seen as highly influential on the final performance outcome, as
it likely influences their ability to select only relevant information and thus the time taken to
make a decision (14), before delivering the chosen motor response (28).

It is generally accepted that the ability to fix on only relevant stimuli and choose the
right response is developed through extensive experience, covering a range of contexts and
game scenarios (13). Therefore, competition experience and sports coaching practices are
likely best at developing this and thus predominately instilled by the coach and athlete.
However, it is also important to recognize how sport science practitioners can be facilitative
of sensorimotor skill development in athletes (2,3,25). Normally, this will be via increasing
the capacity to tolerate physiological (i.e., increases in anaerobic and aerobic fitness, sleep,
and nutrition) and psychological (e.g., through mental toughness and self-talk for example)
stress, and via the execution of the motor skill itself (e.g., through increases in speed, power,
or the ability to cover greater distance or reach higher heights). In this paper, we focus on
motor skill development, but also the capacity to affect reaction time (albeit total response
time acts as the proxy for this). Reaction time is a fundamental component to sensorimotor
skills and is described as the duration between the time of a stimulus and the time in which a
motor response starts (24). Given reaction and movement duration have been shown to be
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decisive in fencing, on account of the fast-paced open skilled nature of the sport (34),
researchers should continue to investigate ways in which these fundamental components can
be trained and tested.

Whereas the training of fencing motor skills has been well covered (32,35), reaction
time has been explored far less (36). An athlete’s reaction time is typically governed by fixed
factors such as age (37), gender (1,31), height (31), and, to a lesser extent, body mass (30).
However, elite fencing athletes have been found to have a quicker reaction time than their
novice counterparts (19,36), suggesting it is indeed a trainable entity and potentially one that
sport scientist can seek to improve as part of their provision. Given the short time frames with
which reaction time occurs – in elite fencers, reaction time averages at 350 ms (36) – it is
generally difficult to test it in isolation given the measuring equipment typically available to
sports performance programs. Methods therefore usually involve testing both reaction time
and motor skill execution as one metric (i.e., total response time, RT), and, aside from those
tests that require responding to life-size opponents projected on large screens (13), require
reacting to a light stimulus (36). Given the low ecological validity this may present, such
methods must therefore be tested to ensure this feasibility has not overly compromised its
efficacy. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to test RT in fencers using a light-based
electronic target. If the instrument is found to be valid, it may offer the sport science team an
opportunity to test this as part of a fencing specific battery and potentially use it to expedite
the sensorimotor development of fencers, supporting that achieved via practice and games.

METHODS
Experimental Approach to the Problem
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This experimental study was approached through a “cross-over” observational design,
investigating the effects of gender, level, and weapon against each fencer’s RT, during three
different attack types. Response time was measured using a light-based electronic target.
Gender, level, and weapon were the independent variables and RT the dependent variable.
Measurement was evaluated for validity/reliability, sensitivity/specificity, and correlation.
The ability of the device to measure (and train) sensorimotor skills can be established when
comparing a group of novice fencers to elite fencers and was therefore the research design
used here. Clearly significant differences should be noted between the elite and novice
fencers if the test is of suitable ecological validity and is sensitive enough to note small (and
real) changes.

Subjects
Ninetyfive participants (M=53; F=42) were tested and their characteristics are shown
in Table 1 (data in table are reported as means ± standard deviation and range). All
participants were divided into elite fencers vs. novice fencers. Elite fencers had national and
international rankings and were again divided with regard to used weapon: épéeists (n=32;
M=19; F=13) and foilists (n=30; M=13; F=17). Novice fencers started to practice fencing
recently, only practicing occasionally (<once per week), and did not have any rankings. Due
to the testing instrument setup (i.e., ETF-1, from now on “target”), sabre was excluded from
the study given the requirements for cutting with the sword’s edge. Used weapons were in
accordance

with

the

Federation

Internationale

D’Escrime

regulations

(http://fie.org/fie/documents/rules). Elite fencers were tested using the weapons they usually
use, while novice fencers were tested using the foil because this weapon is lighter than the
épée. For each participant of elite standard, the used weapon, years of experience, number of
weekly workouts, and ranking position was also collected in addition to their anthropometrics
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(Table 1). All procedures performed in the present study were in accordance with the 1964
Helsinki Declaration and its later amendments or comparable ethical standards. All
participants gave their signed consent to participate in the study and all families did the same
to allow minors to participate in it. Local ethics committee approved the study.

Table 1 about here

Procedures
Testing was undertaken using the Favero Electronic Target™ (ETF-1, Favero
Electronics Srl, Arcade, Italy), a programmable target designed to challenge a fencer to hit a
series of randomized targets. This instrument has five target areas and nine different pre-set
exercises meant for improving a fencer’s accuracy and total RT (Figure 1).

Figure 1 about here

All participants performed three types of attacks: simple attack (from now, “DIRECTHIT”), the lunge (LUNGE), and an attack following a 1.5-m thrust (from now,
“DISTANCE”). The participant was positioned in the en garde position such that with the
arm naturally extended, the weapon touched the target with the tip (Figure 2A). In regard to
the DIRECT-HIT from the en garde position, the participant had to hit the target with only an
arm movement (i.e., without the chest and/or legs moving; Figure 2B). Regarding the
LUNGE, the participant was positioned at “lunge distance” (Figure 2C), defined as the
distance from which a simple arm movement would not allow the target to be reached.
Finally for DISTANCE, the participant was positioned at standard distance from the target
(i.e., 1.5 m), with the tip of the foot in the en garde position. In this case, each participant
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could hit the target according to their characteristics (i.e., DIRECT-HIT or LUNGE; Figure
2D). Each test was repeated fives times and response time between target stimulus (i.e., red
light) and hit (i.e., green light when hit was correct) were measured. The shortest RT was
used for further analysis. At the end of the three sets of attacks, a pause was administered and
the exercise was proposed again in reverse order for test-retest purposes.

Figure 2 about here

Statistical Analyses
A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to evaluate whether
significant differences existed between elite fencers vs. novice fencers, across the three test
types; DIRECT-HIT, LUNGE, and DISTANCE. The same test was also used to determine
whether significant differences existed between female and male participants, and again to
evaluate whether differences existed between the two analysed weapons (foil and épée), but
this time in the elite fencer group only. For each comparison, effect size (Cohen’s d) ± 95%
confidence interval (CI) for the differences between means were also calculated, to provide a
practical interpretation of the size of the difference and to facilitate the application of results
to similar samples.

The Receiver Operating Characteristic curve (ROC curve) was used to analyse the
three test scores (DIRECT-HIT, LUNGE, and DISTANCE) in order to evaluate whether they
were sensitive (sensitivity=true positives/[true positives+false negatives]) and specific
(specificity=true negatives/(true negatives+false positives) indicators for the detection of elite
fencers vs. novice fencers. Here, sensitivity is defined as a measure of the test’s effectiveness
at identifying a desired subject’s feature, and specificity as a measure of the test’s ability to
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detect a non-desirable feature of a subject. The Youden’s J index (39) was used to detect the
cut-off value (i.e., the criterion). When significant differences are found between gender or
weapon scores in any of the three tests, the ROC curve analyses were performed
independently for male and female participants or for the two weapons, in order to obtain
gender-specific or weapon-specific cut-off values. For the ROC curve analysis, the nonparametric method of DeLong et al. (12) was used.

Finally, Pearson’s correlation analysis between scores vs. years of experience and
international rank were performed (for the elite fencers only), to verify whether test scores
were related to years of practice/experience, or with the participant’s worldwide ranking
position. For reliability analysis, the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) was calculated
to assess the test-retest reliability of the three tests. Specifically, the two-way consistency
model ICC for single measures was performed using the two different scores obtained in the
two days of test and retest. The coefficient of variation (CV) for duplicated measurements
(test and retest) was also calculated. Significance level was set at P<0.05. All statistical
analyses were performed using MedCalc Statistical Software (MedCalc Software bvba, v.
17.6, Ostend, Belgium) and Microsoft Excel software (Microsoft corporation, v. 2016,
Redmond, WA, USA).

RESULTS
Reliability analysis revealed ICC’s of high reliability for the three tests with
ICC=0.945 and CV=7.41% for DIRECT-HIT, ICC=0.954 and CV=6.14% for LUNGE, and
ICC=0.965 and CV=5.59% for DISTANCE. The two groups (elite fencers vs. novice fencers)
were not significantly different for age, body mass, and height. Significant differences were
found when the group was split by gender for height and body mass, with higher values for
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males in elite fencers and novice fencers. Concerning the comparisons between the different
weapons, significant differences appeared when analysing female participants only. In
particular, the differences were: (1) higher height of épéeists vs. foilists, (2) higher body mass
and height of épéeists vs. novice fencers, and (3) higher body mass of foilists vs. novice
fencers. Male participants on the contrary did not show such differences in height and body
mass. Results are reported in Table 1.

Response times from the three tests are reported in Table 2 and show that foilists and
épéeists do not differ significantly and consequently no specific ROC analyses were
selectively conducted for the two different weapons. In contrast, significant differences in the
three tests emerged between male and female participants in DIRECT-HIT and DISTANCE,
but not in LUNGE. Consequently, ROC analyses were separately performed for males and
females in DIRECT-HIT and DISTANCE, whereas for LUNGE test analysis, male and
female participants were considered together due to the absence of gender differences. ROC
curve analysis showed that DIRECT-HIT had a moderate specificity in discriminating male
elite fencers from male novice fencers. Indeed, the analysis showed a sensitivity of 81.2%
(95% CI=63.6–92.8) and a specificity of 76.2% (95% CI=52.8–91.8). For both sensitivity and
specificity, a cut-off of 40 cs (i.e., hundredths of one second) was used (Area under the Curve
[AUC]=0.838; Standard Error [SE]=0.060; P<0.0001). The same analysis performed on
female participants showed instead a sensitivity of 93.3% (95% CI=77.9–99.2) and a
specificity of 50.0% (95% CI=21.1–78.9) with a cut-off of 45 cs (AUC=0.721; SE=0.102;
P=0.030). ROC curve performed on LUNGE scores showed that the test (performed on male
and female participants together) had a sensitivity of 88.7% (95% CI=78.1–95.3) and a
specificity of 90.9% (95% CI=75.7–98.1) when a cut-off of 53 cs is used (AUC=0.935;
SE=0.031; P<0.0001). Finally, ROC curve performed on male participants showed that
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DISTANCE had a sensitivity of 90.6% (95% CI=75.0–98.0) and a specificity of 81.0% (95%
CI=58.1–94.6) with a cut-off of 43 cs (AUC=0.885; SE=0.047; P<0.0001). The output on
female participants showed instead a sensitivity of 73.3% (95% CI=54.1–87.7) and a
specificity of 83.3% (95% CI=51.6–97.9) with a cut-off of 45 cs (AUC= 0.854; SE=0.063;
P<0.0001). In order to favour a better interpretation of ROC curve analysis, the relative
graphics of the three tests are reported in Figure 3.

Table 2 about here

Figure 3 about here

Scores split by gender, level, sword, and strike type are presented in Table 2, where it
can be noted that elite athletes respond significantly quicker than their novice counterparts
across all tests. Equally, male elites are faster than female elites during DIRECT-HIT as well
as during DISTANCE. However, there is no difference between swords. Pearson’s
correlation analyses between tests scores (without a gender divide) and years of experience
and ranking placement, revealed that when scores were split by gender, only DIRECT-HIT
scores vs. ranking placement for female participants showed a high and significant correlation
coefficient (r=0.797, P<0.05). All other comparisons showed poor-to-moderate nonsignificant correlations.

DISCUSSION
The aim of this paper was to test the total RT (i.e., reaction time plus the execution of the
motor skill) in fencers using a light-based electronic target. Elite athletes respond
significantly quicker than their novice counterparts (+24–34%, P<0.001). Male elites are
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faster than female elites during DIRECT-HIT (+12%, P=0.005) as well as during
DISTANCE (+10%, P=0.009), but there is no difference between swords (+4%, ns; Table 2).
Notably, the scores reported here are similar to those of Williams et al. (36).

To achieve a high performance in fencing, neuromuscular control of multi-joint
movements is essential. For example, the en garde position requires high stability, balance,
and proper muscle tension (4). To score against the opponent, a fencer must have good
weapon handling coupled with an explosive extension of the trailing leg to perform a forceful
forward lunge without losing balance. Furthermore, this complex movement requires forces
to be asymmetrically developed across the body (29). Somatosensory and neuromuscular
factors are decisive in balance control, also regarding body orientation in space, which is
managed by the central processes of visual, vestibular, and peripheral afferences (i.e., from
muscles and joints; 18). When many conflicting sensory inputs are present, as in an open-skill
sport like fencing, balance control performance can decrease, highlighting the importance and
relevance of each sensory system (21). All sensory inputs are processed by cortical and
subcortical structures in the brain such as the visual cortex, somatosensory cortex, basal
ganglia (9) and the cerebellum (6), and each structure affects the other (8,10). These
structures organize the motor response and are very sensitive to training (26), which shows a
long-lasting positive effect of sport training through sensorimotor adaptations (7,27). This
likely explains the differences found herein between elite fencers and novice fencers in RT
times, and why others have found likewise (19,36).

Performance in fencing can be affected by psychological (distress, environmental
demands, and psychological pressure) and biomechanical (posture and kinematics, and joint
and muscle coordination and synergy) demands (5), but also by weapons, which have
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different masses and are characterized by different rules and attack strategies. Weapons can
affect biomechanics, because they vary in blade type (épée is heavier – 775 g vs. 350-500 g –
same in blade length, 90 cm, than foil), scoring technique (e.g., thrusting for foil and épée and
also cutting for saber), and valid target zones (e.g., torso without the extremities for foil, torso
and superior extremities for sabre, and entire body for épée). However, these differences are
either too small or not appropriately tested by the electronic device used herein, given no
differences between scores were noted. This is not a surprising finding as no differences
between swords have previously been reported when measuring the physical capacity of
fencers (33). This is generally attributed to the high similarity each sword has from a fitness
training perspective and supports the notion that fencers do not need to have a weaponspecific approach to sport science (33).

Attention is decisive in many sports (11,38) and also in the fencer’s performance (17)
and it is considered to be one of the most important psychological aspects that determine
better performance in fencing (17). Hijazi (17) demonstrated a substantial similarity in the
attention dimensions between male and female fencers, but also noted that in terms of high
scores obtained for dimensions of visual perception, in particular visual discrimination, there
were differences between male and female fencers. Attention is a process related to, and basic
condition for, perception to occur. Whereas attention occurs first, perception interferes with it
(16). In turn, perception is closely related to reaction time (20). Lahtela et al. (22) discussed
how reaction time tasks incorporating a strong semantic component (e.g., numbers as stimuli)
highlight a female advantage. On the other hand, tasks characterized by spatial features (e.g.,
spatial location stimuli) show a male superiority. According to the literature, the shorter
movement time in males compared to females could be related to a specific information
processing strategy (1), and this in turn would partly explain the superior total RT of males.
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Furthermore, across a range of physical capacity tests (including the execution of fencing
specific motor skills), male fencers have scored better than females (33), generally considered
on account of increased strength, power, and reduced fat mass. Both these factors can
collectively explain the better scores obtained by males.

In summary, the device was found to be highly reliable and therefore could be used by
fencing athletes as an additional test with ecological validity, and by inference, as an
additional training tool. Future studies should aim to investigate the use of this device as a
training tool. It is likely that athletes will improve at scores through either (1) increases in
strength and power and thus the execution of the motor skill, (2) improvements in reaction
time, or (3) both. With regards to reaction time, it would also be interesting to determine the
transfer of quicker reactions to a light stimulus, to that of the human body and sword. The
true efficacy of this device, from a training perspective, lies in such an analysis.

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
A new light-based electronic target provides valid/reliable and sensitive/specific
results for RT across gender, level and weapon during three different fencing attacks. The
device shows that elite fencers respond significantly quicker than their novice counterparts,
and that male elites are faster than female elites during simple attacks as well as during
attacks following a short thrust. However, there is no difference between swords. The device
may therefore be a suitable testing tool for fencers.
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Figure captions
Figure 1. EFT-1. Red light indicates the cue proposed by the device. When score is
confirmed, green light appears. On the top, there are three digital displays, which describe,
from left to right: exercise number, remaining attacks, and time (as result).
Figure 2. Here it is shown the three types of attacks performed. A. en garde position, B.
direct-hit started by en garde position, C. lunge, and D. lunge started from a 1.5-m distance.
Figure 3. ROC curve analysis relative to graphics of the three tests. C.O.=Cut-Off;
Se.=Sensitivity; Sp.=Specificity; NF=Novice fencers; EF=Elite fencers.

Figure 1 (left) and Figure 2 (right)
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